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IT’S BRITNEY, BITCH!
It’s 2021, which means a few things:
-We wear two masks
-We pick our skin without shame
-We no longer stan celebrities OR idolize p*liticians
-This is my last semester in charge of this publication, so I will be 
pushing my personal, non-political, agenda. 

Unlike the rest of you SHEEP, I (am literally too sexy to keep up 
with football) did not watch the 
Superbowl, instead watching the 
New York Times Presents (on Hulu) 
series episode, “Framing Britney Spears.” 
To sum up her situation, her breakdown 
during the mid 2000’s, (during which her 
mental health was publicized and
ridiculed,) was due to her fighting
through things including (though not 
exclusive to) a custody battle, divorce, 
the death of her aunt, and addictions, 
which was then exploited by her management team (mainly her 
father) to maintain control over her finances, and with it, her en-
tire life. She is currently under both a personal AND a financial 
conservatorship, which are typically only used for alzheimer’s/
dementia patients, or those who are literally unable to control their 
assets. She has now refused to work until her father is no longer in 
control of her career, so now we wait for her freedom. I am sim-
ply reminding everyone that she deserved better, and I am here to 
make as many people aware of the situation as possible. If anyone 
asks, #FREEBRITNEY! Here are some pictures of the absolute 
fucking blueprint, the princess of pop, the legendary Ms. Britney 
Spears for your Tuesday enjoyment.

BRITNEY
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